We investigate possibility of central extension for non-relativistic conformal algebras in 1+1 dimension. Three different forms of charges can be suggested. A trivial charge for temporal part of the algebra exists for all elements of l-Galilei algebra class. For integer elements of the class we have a charge extension for commutators of temporal and spatial generators. For integer and half integer elements of the class we can have an infinite extension of the generalized mass charge for the Virasoro-like extended algebra. For finite algebras a regular charge inspired by Schrödinger central extension is always possible.
Introduction
Central charge plays a crucial role in connection between 2 dimensional critical phenomena and conformal field theory. The classification of the Virasoro algebra representations is solely done on the basis of the value of c, and the universality classes of critical phenomena in 2d are characterized based on the value of c. When looking at non-relativistic conformal algebras, it is not yet clear how decisive the central charge is. But it is clear that it will play an important role. In 2d, unitarity and scale invariance is sufficient to ensure conformal invariance; hence conformal invariance of critical phenomena is assured. Wilson uses renormalization group (RG) [1, 2] to make an encompassing theory of Widom [3] and Kadanoff's scaling hypothesis [4] . Using this frame work he managed to explain many features of critical phenomena. Despite this spectacular success of RG, the spectrum of fixed points was not given; it was conformal field theory (CFT) [5] that succeeded in giving at least a partial answer to this question.
Local scale invariance, in 2d can be understood as invariance under any (Anti) holomorphic transformation on the complex plane. The generators of this symmetry form the Witt algebra:
(1.1)
Other commutators are similar for the chiral elements and cross commutators are trivial. However the quantum theory gives rise to an anomaly for the operator product expansion of the energy-momentum tensor, leading to a central charge in the above algebra. Hence the Virasoro algebra appears :
with a similar change in the chiral component and a separate central charge C L . Imposing unitarity requires the two central charges to be equal. Interestingly, requiring the representations of the Virasoro algebra representations to be finite dimensional leads to the minimal series. This is a series of CFTs which have :
In this way a whole spectrum of critical points appear [6] . For example m=3 or c=1/2 corresponds to the critical point of the Ising model [7] . The obvious question is can one do the same for non-relativistic conformal algebras. Interest in non-relativistic conformal algebras has recently grown. They appear as the asymptotic symmetry in AdS/CFT construction [8, 9] , mathematicians have paid attention to the mathematical structure of these algebras (See for example [10] and references there in), and in condensed matter physics many applications have been suggested [11, 12] . The best known non-relativistic conformal algebra is the Schrödinger algebra which describes symmetries of the Schrödinger equation [13, 14] . Beside Galilean invariance this algebra respects scaling invariance:
Unlike the standard CFT, here we have anisotropic scaling with a dynamic exponent z = 2. Another conformal algebra in is the Conformal Galilean Algebra (CGA) which in 2D is obtained by a contraction of the conformal algebra [15] . Both Schrödinger algebra and CGA belong to a class of non-relativistic algebras named l-Galilei algebras [16, 17] . These algebras fuse Galilean invariance, causality and scaling in space and time. Each member of this class is characterized by an index "l" related to the dynamic exponent via z=2/l. Among these algebras Schrödinger algebra and CGA are most explored [18] - [33] . In Schrödinger algebra, we have an infinite Virasoro like extension which is called Schrödinger-Virasoro algebra [34] . This algebra has a "Mass" central extension which helps to realize the representation theory of the algebra. Besides, it is conserved as a superselection rule in correlation functions. For CGA the story of central charge is interesting. In 1+1 dimensions a satisfactory understanding of this algebra exists [35] . In 2+1 dimensions, there is a known central charge which is called "Exotic" [25] . Physical realization of this charge and symmetry has been of interest. The other elements of l-Galilei algebras are less known 1 . Even their representation theory and correlation functions have not yet been worked out. Concering central charge some progress has been made by Martelli and Tachikawa [38] .
In this paper we try to find possiblee central extensions for these symmetries. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review Schrödinger algebra and its central extension.
We then look at CGA in section 3. The core of our paper is in section 4 where we have investigated possible central extension on all element of l-Galilei algebra in 1+1 dimension. We conclude our paper in section 5.
Schrödinger Algebra and Mass Central Charge
Schrödinger algebra represents symmetries of Schrödinger equation. Similar to all other non-relativistic conformal algebras, generators of Galilean transformation:
sit at the center of this algebra. Beside these generators, Schrödinger algebra consists two other generators which are dilation
and Special Schrödinger Transformation (SCT):
These generators produce transformations as:
in which R ∈ SO(D) and αδ−βγ = 1. The algebra is still incomplete to thoroughly represent symmetries of Schrödinger equation. Consider a plane wave ψ E, p = a exp(iEt − i p. x). Now, if we define the action of translation on ψ as:
we observe that as our expectation the result is another solution of Schrödinger equation. For the action of boost however we face problem. For a boost v we expect
The new ψ however is not a solution of Schrödinger equation. To be a solution we can define the action of boost on ψ as:
The new ψ is another solution of Schrödinger equation and as we expect represents a plane wave with new energy and momentum in boosted coordinate set:
Now we face a new problem and according to transformation (2.7), T P (b) and T B( v) do not commute and we have:
So, to realize a proper transformation of solutions of Schrödinger equation we find that boost and translation in space should not commute and as the simplest form we have a central charge
M is nothing but the mass central extension of Schrödinger algebra. To realize this central charge as a generator we may utilize a new coordinate ξ and define a new field φ as a Fourier transform of ψ with respect to mass [32] :
space:
Metric for this space is:
Under boost transformation ξ now transforms as:
14)
The action of Sch 1 on φ(ξ, x, t) now reads as:
in which ∆ is scaling weight. The set of operators H, D and K form an SL(2, R) algebra. So, the algebra can be extended in this direction to form Schrödinger-Virasoro algebra [34] . The central charge then needs to be extended as well and then we have a new set of operators for M. The infinite extended algebra then can be realized as:
in which n ∈ Z and q ∈ Z + 1 2
. The non-vanishing commutators of these generators are:
Now consider a scaling field with a weight "h". Now, other operators play the ladder role. Inspired by definitions in CFT one may define primary fields as those to be annihilated by T n , P q , M n n>0. Now, other operators play ladder role:
Sine M 0 is the central charge, the index M is not changed within an irreducible representation. Now, one can look for descendant fields, Kac determinant ,Verma modules ,null vectors or Jordan representation.
Conformal Galilean Algebra
Conformal Galilean algebra (CGA) was found in [15] and then independently was rediscovered in [16] . In d dimension this algebra can be obtained from contraction of conformal algebra. In contraction we let:
Under such contraction, Poincare transformations reduces to Galilean transformation and conformal symmetry reduces to CGA. Physically we expect it means investigating a system under conformal symmetry in low speed or energy. The algebra consists of:
In 2+1 dimensions the algebra admits a central charge Ξ [25] [
which is called exotic in the literature. The physical significance of this charge and its representation theory has been of interest [27] - [28] . Dilations operator "D" and two other operators (C and H) obey SL(2,R) commutation relations. The algebra can be extended in this direction and similar to the Schrödinger one we have a Virasoro like extension of CGA which is called full CGA in the literature:
In 1+1 we can obtain this algebra from contracting CF T 2 generators [21] . Consider elements of Virasoro algebra in complex plane (1.2). Now, under contraction (3.1) and redefining operators as:
we end up with full CGA in (3.4). Now, consider central charges of CF T 2 in (1.2). Under contraction limit we are left with new charges for full CGA [11, 31] :
Through this contraction L 0 andL 0 go to T 0 and P 0 . Now if we suppose that as the generators, representations of full CGA can be obtained from contracting the representations of CF T 2 too, then we are done with quantizing CGA. Generally when an algebra is contracted there is no necessity that its representations as well can be contracted to yield representations of the obtained algebra. For CGA however, this is the case. To find justifications in this regard see [35] . Under such procedure, representations with charges as C T and C P in CGA are obtained from representations of CFT with charges equal to:
All other interesting elements such as null vector, Kac determinant etc. can be inherited from CF T 2 through contraction [35] .
The general class of l Galilei Algebra
Schrödinger algebra and CGA belong to a general class of non-relativistic algebras named l Galilei algebra. This algebra has been derived from a phenomenological approach by Henkel [16] and from algebraical view by Negro et al. [17] . If we look for an algebra which let global conformal transformation of time, an scale invariance in space and beside respects Galilean casualty we end up with an algebra produced by generators:
where l ∈ N 2
and q = 0, ..., 2l. These operators produce transformations as:
where R ∈ SO(d), c n ∈ R and αδ − βγ = 1. Dilation operator produces an anisotropic rescaling of space and time: . The second element l = 1 is nothing but CGA. Other elements are not well-known as their former elements. Non-zero commutators of the algebra reads as:
In all elements of this class of symmetries still H, D and C form an SL(2, R) algebra. So, we can have a Virasoro-like infinite extension in this direction:
in which n ∈ Z and q ∈ Z + l. Since P q act basically on space we have called them "spatialoperators" in this note. To distiguish T n generators we have called them temporal ones. These generators produce the following algebra:
Note that the finite subalgebra (4.4) can be reached via elements with m = 0, ±1 and q = −l. − l + 1, ..., l − 1, l in (4.5).
Investigating central extension for these algebras, it has been suggested that only two forms of central extension can exist [38] . For any d and half integer l we can have a charge as
in which I pq is an antisymmetric tensor. This is an extension of the mass charge for all half integer elements of l-Galilei algebra. For d = 2 and integer l we can have an extension of Exotic charge:
Though these charges have been suggested as the most general case for all elements of l-Galilei algebra, if we look at the case of CGA we find that other forms of the central charges can exist in 1+1. Now, we follow on to check if we can find different charges for theses algebras in 1+1. Concerning the central charge basically we can have three forms of central extension:
1:An extension in which the charge is outcome of commutators of temporal operators which we call T charge.
2:Another extension that let the charge results from between temporal and spatial operators which we have called a B charge in this note.
3:A charge that can be an outcome of commutators of spatial operators. Since Schrödinger algebra's mass central charge is of this kind, we have called them M charge.
The T charge trivially exist for any element of the l-Galilei class. It roots from the fact that for these algebras the temporal generators always form a SL(2, R) subalgebra. So, we have:
Now, let's follow on to investigate if a charge can be obtained through commutation of T m and P q for arbitrary l. We have two forms of l: half integer l and integer l.
Case 1a: Integer l for B central charge
We should consider that we have such charge for CGA (3.6) which belongs to l = 1 of l-Galilei class. Now, we investigate if such extension can be possible for other algebras of l-Galilei class. We desire the central charge obeys the equation:
Now, let's write Jacobi identity:
It leads to the following equation for the central charge: 12) and thereby:
Now, one can easily check that if we suppose f is a polynomial function then we will have two choices. For l = 1 we have CGA choice or
(4.14)
For other integer l we only have a choice as f (m) = am. So, for l > 1 we are left with the following charge:
Case 1b: Half integer l for B central charge
While temporal operators are indexed by integer numbers, spatial operators are indexed by half integer numbers. So, one may seek a central charge as 16) in which z is an integer number. Now, let's see if Jacobi identity are satisfied by this equation. We desire
which reduces to:
Now, we choose m = −2qz − n and thereby we have:
This equation should hold for any "n". So, we have no choice but f (−2qz) = 0. Case 2a: M Charge for infinite-extended l-Galilei algebra Schrödinger algebra has a M charge for commutators of its spatial operators B and P (2.10). In the compact form of equation (4.5) for this charge we have:
One may expect an extension as Now, we try to interpret f (q + 2) in terms of f (q). In one hand we have:
f (q + 2) = l + 1 + (q + 1) q + 1 − l f (q + 1) = l + 1 + (q + 1) q + 1 − l l + 1 +− l f (q) (4.24) and in the other hand we have:
f (q + 2) = 2l + 2 +− 2l f (q). 
